IAG’s Superb Signature Auction-Sale 86
AG’s next major Auction, Sale Number
86, to be held on the 17th of September,
is one of their best and most interesting
auctions in recent years. With so many
highlights across a broad range of areas
it’s a sale that every serious collector
shouldn’t miss! With cataloguing almost
complete, the entire highlight-filled auction
will be viewable online from the 5th of
September when bidding opens, with every
lot available in high resolution on IAG’s
website www.iagauctions.com.
One of the great things about this auction is it’s diversity, with the wide range of
interesting and rare highlights going right
through the whole sale. Some early convict
tokens are great examples of this. One is
by Fredrick Morgan, who was a publican
in Bathurst amongst other things, and
whose sons developed the Mount Morgan
mine. This along with another token make
for interesting lots.
Another key highlight is a very rare high
denomination 100 Pound Banknote from
1924 (R 69b) in lovely original gVF condition. Estimated at $75,000, it is priced
to sell!
A key highlight is a Polymer Specimen
presentation set to John Phillips, former
Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank,
inaugural Chairman of the Board of Note
Printing Australia and a bank-note signatory on paper notes for two months in
1989 (the only Deputy Governor of the
RBA to be a signatory). This rare set comes
with an official letter dated 1992 signed by
Bernie Fraser, along with a presentation
Type I Specimen set in an album (uninscribed) from Phillips also on offer.
The rare Specimen theme doesn’t end
there though, with two other rare early
Pre Decimal Specimen notes – a 1 Pound
1938 Sheehan-McFarlane and a 5 Pound
1933 Riddle-Sheehan just two examples
of well priced key rarities, estimated at
$28,000 and $38,000 respectively. Pre
Federation Specimen and Issued notes,
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Just a Few of the Superb Coins on Offer

1 Pound Specimen Note 1938 Estimated at $28,000

A Rare 5 Pound Specimen Note 1933. Estimated at $38,000

A Selection of the Rare British, Proclamation and Gold Coins coming up in this Sale

a nice selection of Hay Internment Camp
notes and coins in UNC, some rare Misprints, Starnotes, Decimal, First and Last
Prefixes, special serial numbers and much
more complete an excellent selection of
paper currency.
Coin highlights include an attractive
1852 Adelaide Pound Type II, 1813 NSW
Dumps, 1930 Pennies including one in
aVF condition, a 1923 Halfpenny in gEF/
aUNC, 1922/1 Overdate Threepences, an
UNC 1921 Star Shilling, high grade 1932
Florins and more. Some other rare copper
includes a 1920 Plain, Double Dot and
1925 Penny in high grade, Pre Decimal
Proofs with a rare 1928 Penny and a run
of QE II including superb 1955 and 1956Y
issues, along with some choice grade Pre

Decimal Copper and Silver including many
PCGS. There is also a quantity of bullion
sovereigns and modern mint gold issues.
There is an excellent selection of rare and
interesting World and British coins, including a Gold “Doubloon” Peru 8 Escudos
of 1736, a USA Dollar 1799, a rare trial
Hong Kong ‘Dollar’ 1864 and much more.
British issues include a 1692 William and
Mary Half Guinea, a Charles I Pontefract
octagonal Shilling, a Pattern Farthing
1660 and Sixpence 1770, as well as several
large British gold sets. There is also a large
selection of Proclamation coinage, including a Johanna and several Half Johannas,
2 gold 4 Escudos, gold Mohurs, Guineas,
Ducats, several choice 8 Reales and much
more!

Other highlights include some rare
Mis-Struck issues, including a Double
Struck 1940 K.G Penny, a 1943S Florin
struck on a USA Nickel blank, a 50 Cent
Royal Wedding struck on a Hong Kong
$5 blank, a 50 Cent 1991 Rams Head
struck on a 10 Cent blank, and a 1995 $1
struck on a 10 Cent blank. There is also
a large natural gold nugget of nearly
seven ounces, tokens, medallions, mint
products from the Perth Mint and RAM,
NPA products, and so much more.
Bidding for Sale 86 opens on the 5th
September. Join up FREE Online today
to be part of this fantastic Sale! Go to
www.iagauctions.com for more information, free catalogues, and to view every lot
in high resolution. You can also contact
IAG direct on - Phone (07) 55 380 300 –
Email mail@iagauctions.com, for any printed catalogue subscriptions, to securely and
discreetly consign lots for upcoming sales,
or for any further auction information.
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Two Rare early Convict Tokens

A ccouple of the rare mis struck coins on offer.

The $100 from the Polymer Specimen presentation set to John Phillips
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